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Abstrat
The interpretations of otonion wave equations in eight dimensional spae-time have been
disussed. We have made an attempt to disuss the otonion eld equation as the equation of
motion for partiles arrying simultaneously eletri and magneti harges (i.e. dyons) in external
and internal spaes respetively. It has been onluded that the omponent of otonion potential
wave equations behaves neither the generalized eletromagneti elds of monopoles nor the dyons.
Rather, they have the mixed behaviour of eletromagneti elds assoiated with the eletri and
magneti harges in external and internal spaes. We have also made an attempt to investigate the
split otonion wave equation and its interpretation in lassial eletrodynamis and aordingly
the onsistent and ompat forms of eight-dimensional potential and urrent equation of dyons are
obtained in terms of Zorn's vetor matrix realization of split otonions.Visualizing the external
four spae as the loalization spae for tahyons, it is shown that the split otonion wave equation
redues to the Maxwell's equation (eld equation) for bradyons in R
4
- spae as well as that for
tahyons in T
4
- spae in the absene of other.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Otonions were rst introdued in Physis by Jordon, Von Neuman and Wigner[1℄, who investigated a
new nite Hilbert spae, on replaing the omplex numbers by Otonions[2℄. Aording to elebrated
Hurwitz theorem [3℄ there exits four-division algebra onsisting of R (real numbers), C (omplex
numbers), H (quaternions) and O (otonions). All four algebras are alternative with antisymmetri
assoiators. In 1961 Pais [4℄ pointed out a striking similarity between the algebra of interations
and the split otonion algebra. Reently, some attention has been direted to otonions in theoretial
physis with the hope of extending the 3+1 spae-time framework of the theory to eight dimensions to
aommodate the ever inreasing quantum numbers and internal symmetries assigned to elementary
partiles and gauge elds. A lot of literature is available [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄ on the appliations of
otonions to interpret wave equation, Dira equation, and the extension of otonion non-assoiativity
to physial theories. It is assumed there that otonion wave equation ontains four-dimensional
internal spae of mass parameters while the external four dimensional spae has been interpreted as the
four generators of fermions within the quark-lepton symmetry. The ingenious work, in this diretion
is done by Günaydin and Gürsey [12, 13℄, to formulate quark models and olour gauge theory in terms
of split otonions. The SU (3) group appears as the automorphism group of otonion representation
leaving the omplex subspae and the salar produt invariant. This approah is extended by many
[14, 15, 16℄ to investigate the role of otonions and division algebra in unied gauge theories, higher
dimensional theories of supersymmetry and super strings. Otonions are also used by Buonristiani
[17℄ in writing Yang-Mill's eld equation in a simpler form. The extension of quaternion matries
to otonions for their interpretation in non-Riemannian geometry is desribed by Marques et al in a
series of papers [18, 19, 20, 21, 22℄.
During the past few years, there has been onsiderable interest in higher-dimensional kinematial
models [23, 24℄ for a proper and unied representation of relativisti objet, bradyoni as well as
tahyoni (inluding those with internal struture). It has been speulated [25, 26, 27℄ that the
problem of representation and loalization of tahyoni objets may be solved only with the extension
of four-dimensional Minkowski spae to higher-dimensional spae-time. It has already been disussed
in a series of papers [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33℄ that the true loalization spae for the representation
of tahyons is T 4− spae with one spae and three time oordinates while that for bradyons is the
usual R4− spae with one time and three spae oordinates. The unied eight dimensional spae time
has been disussed earlier [32, 33℄ as the unied spae of bradyons and tahyons i.e. R8 = R4
⋃
T 4.
The two R4− and T 4−loalization spaes are onsidered as external (internal) spae for bradyons (
tahyons) and vie versa. Moreover, the built-in duality assoiated with the ombination of symmetries
of R4− and T 4− subspaes is useful to understand the problem of quark onnement in quantum
hromodynamis where the role of triolors would be played by three time oordinates for bradyons
and those of three spae oordinates for tahyons.
In order to interpret otonion wave equations in eight dimensional spae- time, in the present
paper, we have made an attempt to disuss the otonion eld equation as the equation of motion
for partiles arrying simultaneously eletri and magneti (monopole [34℄ ) harges (i.e. dyons [35℄
). Starting with the regularity ondition in the otonion eld equation we have developed onsistent
and ompat formulation of eight-dimensional potential and urrent equations of dyons. It has been
demonstrated that the omponent of otonion potential wave equations behaves neither the gener-
alized eletromagneti elds of monopoles nor the dyons. Rather, they have the mixed behaviour
of eletromagneti elds assoiated with the eletri and magneti harges in external and internal
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spaes.
After deomposing the otonion wave equation in to two quaternion-valued wave equations, it is
shown that the two dierent spaes demonstrate the separate wave equations for eletromagneti elds.
Visualizing the external four spaes as the loalization spae for bradyons and the internal spae as the
loalization spae for tahyons, it is shown that the otonion wave equation redues to the Maxwell's
equation (eld equation) for bradyons in R4 - spae as well as that for tahyons in T 4- spae. It has
also been emphasized that the quaternioni deomposition of otonion wave equation gives rise to the
equations of dyons and tahyoni dyons, when we take them as ombination of bi-quaternion instead
of real quaternion in external and internal four-dimensional spaes of eight dimensional spae time.
Then we have made an attempt to investigate the split otonion wave equation and its interpreta-
tion in lassial eletrodynamis. Split otonion eletrodynamis has been dedued in terms of Zorn's
vetor matrix realization by desribing eletrodynamis potential, urrent and other dynamial quan-
tities as otonion variables. Also the onsistent and ompat forms of eight-dimensional potential and
urrent equation of dyons are obtained in terms of Zorn's vetor matrix realization of split otonions.
It has been shown that the otonion valued potential wave equation behaves neither the generalized
eletromagneti elds of monopoles nor of the dyons. Rather, they have the mixed behaviour of ele-
tromagneti elds assoiated with the eletri and magneti harges in external and internal spaes.
At last, it is shown that split otonion Zorn's vetor realization reprodues two dierent spaes to
demonstrate the separate wave equations for eletromagneti elds. Visualizing the external four spae
as the loalization spae for tahyons, it is shown that the otonion wave equation, when expressed in
terms of split otonions, redues to the Maxwell's equation (eld equation) for bradyons in R4- spae
as well as that for tahyons in T 4- spae in the absene of other.
2 OCTONION DEFINITION
An otonion x is expressed as a set of eight real numbers
x = e0x0 + e1x1 + e2x2 + e3x3 + e4x4 + e5x5 + e6x6 + e7x7 = e0x0 +
7∑
A=1
eAxA (1)
where eA(A = 1, 2, ..., 7) are imaginary otonion units and e0 is the multipliative unit element. Set
of otets (e0, e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7) are known as the otonion basis elements and satisfy the following
multipliation rules
e0 = 1; e0eA = eAe0 = eA; eAeB = −δABe0 + fABCeC . (A,B,C = 1, 2, ....., 7) (2)
The struture onstants fABC is ompletely antisymmetri and takes the value 1 for following ombi-
nations,
fABC = +1; ∀(ABC) = (123), (471) (257) (165) (624) (543) (736). (3)
It is to be noted that the summation onvention is used for repeated indies. Here the otonion algebra
O is desribed over the algebra of rational numbers having the vetor spae of dimension 8. We now
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get the following relations among otonion basis elements
[eA, eB] = 2 fABC eC ;
{eA, eB} = −2 δABe0;
eA( eB eC) 6= (eA eB ) eC (4)
where brakets [ ] and { } are used respetively for ommutation and the anti ommutation relations
while δAB is the usual Kroneker delta-Dira symbol. Otonion onjugate is dened as
x = e0x0 − e1x1 +−e2x2 +−e3x3 − e4x4 − e5x5 − e6x6 − e7x7 = e0x0 −
7∑
A=1
eAxA (5)
where we have used the onjugates of basis elements as e0 = e0 and eA = −eA. Hene an otonion
an be deomposed in terms of its salar (Sc(x)) and vetor (V ec(x)) parts as
Sc(x) =
1
2
(x + x ); V ec(x) =
1
2
(x − x ) =
7∑
A=1
eAxA. (6)
Conjugates of produt of two otonions and its own are desribed as
(x y) = y x; (x) = x. (7)
while the salar produt of two otonions is dened as
〈x , y〉 = 1
2
(x y + y x) = 1
2
(x y + y x) =
7∑
α=0
xα yα. (8)
The norm N(x) and inverse x−1(for a nonzero x) of an otonion are respetively dened as
N(x) = xx = xx =
7∑
α=0
x2α.e0;
x−1 =
x
N(x)
=⇒ xx−1 = x−1 x = 1. (9)
The norm N(x) of an otonion x is zero if x = 0, and is always positive otherwise. It also satises the
following property of normed algebra
N(x y) = N(x)N(y) = N(y)N(x). (10)
Equation (4) shows that otonions are not assoiative in nature and thus do not form the group in
their usual form. Non-assoiativity of otonion algebra O is provided by the assoiator (x, y, z) =
4
(xy)z − x(yz) ∀x, y, z ∈ O dened for any 3 otonions. If the assoiator is totally antisymmetri for
exhanges of any 2 variables, i.e. (x, y, z) = −(z, y, x) = −(y, x, z) = −(x, z, y), then the algebra
is alled alternative. Hene, the otonion algebra is neither ommutative nor assoiative but, is
alternative.
3 OCTONION WAVE EQUATION
In order to write the Otonion wave equation, let us dene the dierential otonion D as
D =
7∑
µ=0
eµDµ (11)
where Dµ are desribed as the omponents of dierential operator in eight dimensional representation.
Here we assume the eight - dimensional spae as the ombination of two ( external and internal ) four-
dimensional spaes. As suh, we desribe a funtion of otonion variable as
F(X) =∑7µ=0 eµfµ(X) = f0 + e1f1 + e2f2 + .....+ e7f7 (12)
where fµ are salar funtions. Sine otonions are neither ommutative nor assoiative, one has to be
very areful to multiply the otonion either from left or from right in terms of regularity onditions.
As suh, a funtion F(X) of an otonion variable X =
7∑
µ=0
eµXµ is left regular at X if and only if
F(X) satises the ondition
DF(X) = 0. (13)
Similarly, a funtion G(X) is a right regular if and only if
G(X)D = 0 (14)
where G(X) = g0 + g1e1 + g2e2 + .....+ g7e7. Then we get
DF = I0 + I1e1 + I2e2 + I3e3 + I4e4 + I5e5 + I6e6 + I7e7 (15)
where
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I0 = ∂0f0 − ∂1f1 − ∂2f2 − ∂3f3 − ∂4f4 − ∂5f5 − ∂6f6 − ∂7f7;
I1 = ∂0f1 + ∂1f0 + ∂2f3 − ∂3f2 + ∂6f5 − ∂5f6 − ∂7f4 + ∂4f7;
I2 = ∂0f2 + ∂2f0 + ∂3f1 − ∂1f3 + ∂4f6 − ∂6f4 − ∂7f5 + ∂5f7;
I3 = ∂0f3 + ∂3f0 + ∂1f2 − ∂2f1 + ∂6f7 − ∂7f6 + ∂5f4 − ∂4f5;
I4 = ∂0f4 + ∂4f0 + ∂3f5 − ∂5f3 − ∂2f6 + ∂6f2 − ∂1f7 + ∂7f1;
I5 = ∂0f5 + ∂5f0 + ∂1f6 − ∂6f1 + ∂7f2 − ∂2f7 − ∂3f4 + ∂4f3;
I6 = ∂0f6 + ∂6f0 − ∂1f5 + ∂5f1 + ∂2f4 − ∂4f2 − ∂3f7 + ∂7f3;
I7 = ∂0f7 + ∂7f0 + ∂1f4 − ∂4f1 + ∂2f5 − ∂5f2 − ∂6f3 + ∂3f6. (16)
The regularity ondition (13) may now be onsidered as homogeneous otonion wave equation for oto-
nion variables without soures. On the other hand, equation (15) is onsidered as the inhomogeneous
wave equation
DF = I (17)
where I is again an otonion. Similarly, we may also write the homogeneous as well as inhomogeneous
otonion wave equations on using the right regularity ondition (14). We may now interpret these
otonion wave equations as the lassial wave (eld) equations of physial variables.
3.1 POTENTIAL EQUATION FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDSWITH
SOURCES
Let us onsider the ase of generalized eletromagneti elds of dyons (partiles arrying simultaneous
existene of eletri and magneti harges). We may now dene an otonion valued potential, in eight
dimensional formalism as the ombinations of two four-dimensional spaes, as follows
∅ =∑7µ=0 eµ∅µ = 3∑
µ=0
eµAµ +
7∑
ν=4
eνBν ; (18)
where ∅ is the otonion potential and Aµ and Bνare assumed respetively as the eletri and magneti
four - potentials assoiated with the eletri and magneti harges of dyons [36℄. As suh, we may write
the wave equation for otonion potential variable for simultaneous existene of eletri and magneti
harges on a partile (namely dyons) in the following manner ,
D∅ = F (19)
where
D = F
7∑
µ=0
eµDµ = e0D0 −
7∑
A=1
eADA; F =
7∑
µ=0
Fµeµ. (20)
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The oeients of otonion F are then given by
F0 = ∂0∅0 + ∂1∅1 + ∂2∅2 + ∂3∅3 + ∂4∅4 + ∂5∅5 + ∂6∅6 + ∂7∅7;
F1 = ∂0∅1 − ∂1∅0 + ∂3∅2 − ∂2∅3 + ∂7∅4 − ∂4∅7 + ∂5∅6 − ∂6∅5;
F2 = ∂0∅2 − ∂2∅0 + ∂1∅3 − ∂3∅1 + ∂6∅4 − ∂4∅6 + ∂7∅5 − ∂5∅7;
F3 = ∂0∅3 − ∂3∅0 + ∂2∅1 − ∂1∅2 + ∂4∅5 − ∂5∅4 + ∂7∅6 − ∂6∅7;
F4 = ∂0∅4 − ∂4∅0 − ∂3∅5 + ∂5∅3 + ∂2∅6 − ∂6∅2 + ∂1∅7 − ∂7∅1;
F5 = ∂0∅5 − ∂5∅0 − ∂1∅6 + ∂6∅1 − ∂7∅2 + ∂2∅7 + ∂3∅4 − ∂4∅3;
F6 = ∂0∅6 − ∂6∅0 + ∂1∅5 − ∂5∅1 − ∂2∅4 + ∂4∅2 + ∂3∅7 − ∂7∅3;
F7 = ∂0∅7 − ∂7∅0 − ∂1∅4 + ∂4∅1 − ∂2∅5 + ∂5∅2 + ∂6∅3 − ∂3∅6. (21)
We get F0 = 0 in the Eulidean spae (++++++) due to eight dimensional Lorentz gauge ondition
(i.e the ombination of two gauges assoiated with eletri and magneti potentials). Thus, one
dimensional otonion representation is idential to eight dimensional spaes over the eld of real
numbers. It is isomorphi to four-dimensional spae representation over the eld of omplex variables
whih is equivalent to two-dimensional spae representation over quaternion eld variables. Similarly,
one dimensional quaternion spae is isomorphi to four-dimensional spae over the eld of real numbers
whih is idential to two- dimensional spae over the eld of omplex numbers. So, an otonioni
potential may also be desribed as the ombination of two quaternion potentials in the following
manner;
∅ = ∅a + e7∅b; D = Da + e7Db; F = Fa + e7Fb (22)
where ∅a, ∅b, Da, Db, Fa and Fb are quaternion variables desribed as
∅a = ∅0 + e1∅1 + e2∅2 + e3∅3;
∅b = ∅7 + e1∅4 + e2∅5 + e3∅6;
Da = ∂0 + e1∂1 + e2∂2 + e3∂3;
Db = ∂7 + e1∂4 + e2∂5 + e3∂6;
Fa = F0 + e1F1 + e2F2 + e3F3;
Fb = F7 + e1F4 + e2F5 + e3F6. (23)
Here e1, e2, and e3 ; three quaternion units; satisfy the multipliation rule ejek = −δjk+εjklel ∀(j, k, l =
1, 2, 3). If we replae the otonion unit e7 by imaginary unit i =
√−1, ommutating with all the oto-
nion basis elements eA, the resultant theory of otonions beome the theory of bi-quaternion variables
where generalized elds of dyons are written in ompat, ovariant and onsistent way [37℄. We may
now onsider the following mapping for dierent four-dimensional spaes,
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∂7 → ∂′0, ∅7 → B0, ∅0 → A0;
∂4 → ∂′1, ∅4 → B1, ∅1 → A1;
∂5 → ∂′2, ∅5 → B2, ∅2 → A2;
∂6 → ∂′3, ∅6 → B3, ∅3 → A3. (24)
Then we get
Fj = ∂0Aj − ∂jA0 + (−→∇ ×−→A )j + ∂′0Bj − ∂
′
jB0 + (
−→∇ ×−→B )j ;
Fj+3 = ∂0Bj − ∂jB0 + (−→∇ ×−→B )j + ∂′0Aj − ∂
′
jA0 + (
−→∇ ′ ×−→A )j ;
F7 = ∂0B0 − ∂1B1 − ∂2B2 − ∂3B3 − (∂′0A0 + ∂
′
1A1 + ∂
′
2A2 + ∂
′
3A3). (25)
Hene equation (25) shows that F0, Fj , Fj+3 and F7 orrespond to the omponents of eletri and
magneti elds obtained in terms of omponents of two four-potentials ( Aµ and Bµ) in internal
and external spaes. If these two spaes are ompletely disjoint spaes, we get only Fj ; and F0
vanishing due to Lorentz gauge ondition ; while Fj+3 and F7 do not our. Here prime derivatives
are assoiated with the seond four-dimensional struture of eight potential. In equation (25), we
nd that Fj is made up of the j
th
omponents of eletri and magneti elds. Here the rst term
∂0Aj − ∂jA0 desribes the eletri eld and seond term
−→
(∇×−→A )jorresponds to the magneti eld
in four-dimensional ( we all it as the external ) spae. In the light of the duality mehanism between
eletri and magneti elds (and for eletri {Aµ} and magneti {Bµ} four-potentials), the third term
∂0Bj − ∂jB0 of Fj is equivalent to the magneti eld while the last term (−→∇ × −→B )j denotes the
eletri eld in other four-dimensional ( let us all it as internal or magneti) spae. On mixing of
these two spaes, ∂0Aj − ∂jA0 + (−→∇ ×−→A )j resembles with the expression of generalized eletri eld
and ∂
′
0Bj − ∂
′
jB0 + (
−→∇ × −→B )j as that of the generalized magneti elds of dyons [36, 37℄ . So, it
looks awkward to ombine external (internal) spae of eletri harge (magneti monopole) to the
internal (external) spae of magneti monopole (eletri harge) to interpret Fj . As suh, we may
onlude that the equation (25) does not represent the true generalization of potential equation for the
generalized eletromagneti elds of dyons. Rather, we have obtained the mixed behaviour of eletri
and magneti harges in internal and external spaes. So, otonion wave equation of eletromagneti
potential faes diulties and hene needs modiation to interpret it onsistently.
3.2 CURRENT EQUATION
We now Analise the otonion wave equation (17) as the urrent equation in eight dimensional repre-
sentations i.e.
D F = S (26)
where
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S0 = ∂0F0 − ∂1F1 − ∂2F2 − ∂3F3 − (∂′1F4 + ∂
′
2F5 + ∂
′
3F6 + ∂
′
0F7);
Sj = ∂0Fj + ∂jF0 + (
−→∇ ×−→F )j − ∂′0Fj+3 + ∂
′
jF7 − (
−→∇ ′ ×−→F )j+3;
Sj+3 = ∂
′
0Fj + ∂
′
jF0 − (
−→∇ ′ ×−→F )j − ∂0Fj+3 − ∂jF7 − (−→∇ ×−→F )j+3;
S7 = ∂1F4 + ∂2F5 + ∂3F6 + ∂0F7 + (∂
′
0F0 − ∂
′
1F1 − ∂
′
2F2 − ∂
′
3F3). (27)
Thus, the urrent equation for otonion variables desribes [38℄ the generalized struture of dierential
equations (Maxwell's equations) in eight - dimensional spae-time. Four- dimensional redution of
these dierential equations may be visualized as the Maxwell's equations in internal and external
spaes. So, it is diult to explain the various terms assoiated with the eight parameters SΛ(Λ =
0, 1, 2, 3..., 7)orretly. Silagade [38℄ provided the interpretation of the homogeneous otonion wave
equation DF = 0 as equivalent to one of the pair of seven-dimensional Maxwell's equations and
the seond pair of seven dimensional Maxwell's equations may be obtained on applying the duality
transformations between eletri and magneti elds therein. Similarly, Gamba and Gogberashvili
[8℄ also tried to explain the struture of eight parameters SΛ(Λ = 0, 1, 2, 3..., 7)but the onsistent
justiation needs modiations. Hene, otonion wave equation (26) may be identied rather a
urrent equation or otonion eld equation in eight dimensional spaes for mixed strutural behaviour
of soures (the eletri and magneti) instead of dyons. In other words we may say that the equation
(26) an not be desribed as the true eld equation of dyons. Here S0 and S7 may be taken vanishing
due to equations of ontinuity in internal and external spaes.
3.3 QUATERNION DECOMPOSITION
We may deompose an otonion in terms of two-quaternions. So, let us deompose otonion wave
equation for potential in terms of two quaternions as
D∅ = (Da − e7Db)(∅a + e7∅b) = (φ+ e7ϕ) = F. (28)
Here
φ = Da∅a + ∅bD˜b = (D0 −D1e1 −D2e2 −D3e3)∅a + ∅b(←−D7 −←−D4e1 −←−D5e2 −←−D6e3) (29)
where [
←−
Dr, (r = 4, 5, 6, 7)] represents the partial dierential of ∅b from right to left , D˜b denotes the
quaternion onjugation (e˜o = e0; e˜j = −ej ∀j = 1, 2, 3) from right to left i.e.
Da = D0 −D1e1 −D2e2 −D3e3;
D˜a = D0 +D1e1 +D2e2 +D3e3 = D1;
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D˜b = D7 −D4e1 −D5e2 −D6e3
and
ϕ = D˜a ∅b − ∅aDb = Da∅b − ∅aDb. (30)
Here an otonion-valued potential is desribed as the sum of two quaternions by Cayley-Dikson
doubling proess. Thus, we observe that the otonion potential wave equation rules out the existene
of isolated of magneti monopole and provides a mixed strutural behaviour of eletromagneti elds
ontaining both harges simultaneously. In other words, we may say that it is a generalized eld
equation of eletromagneti elds assoiated with a partile arrying simultaneous existene of eletri
and magneti harges (namely dyons). The generalized eletromagneti elds of dyons are symmetri
and dual invariant in terms of two four potentials. So, the possibility of monopoles (or dyons) in non
Abelian or supersymmetri gauge theories is diretly linked with the existene of seond four potential
whih is hidden in external spae and present in internal spae while the eletri four potential is the
onsequene of our external spae and seems to be hidden in internal spae.
Similarly we may express the urrent equation given by equation (26) in terms of two quaternions
as
DF = (Da + e7Db)(g + e7h) = S = sa + e7sb (31)
where
sa = Dag − hDb = DaDb∅a + ∅bDbDb
sb = D˜ah+ gDb = DaDa∅b + ∅bDbDb. (32)
Thus S = sa + e7sb is the otonion expression for generalized urrent density. Similarly, we may
express the generalized fore and generalized eld tensor density in terms of two quaternions.
3.4 LOCALIZATION SPACES OF BRADYONS AND TACHYONS
We have desribed the otonion (eight dimensional) spae is made of two quaternion (namely the
external and internal four dimensional) spaes. Let us suppose the external four spae as the usual
Minikowski (or Eulidean) R4 ⇒ M (1, 3) - spae (onsisting one time and three spae oordinates).
This spae has been named [23, 24℄ as. the loalization spae of bradyons (partiles traveling slower
than light→subluminal partiles). Aordingly, we desribe the internal four dimensional spae as
the T 4 ⇒ M (3, 1) - spae (onsisting three time and one spae oordinates). The possibility of
suh spae is explored [23, 24℄ as the loalization spae of tahyons (partiles traveling faster than
light→superluminal partiles). Hene an otonion eight dimensional spae is desribed as the unied
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spae ontaining both external R4 ⇒ M (1, 3) and internal T 4 ⇒ M (3, 1) four - dimensional spaes.
In other words we may identify the otonion spae as the unied loalization spae for the desription
of bradyons and tahyons. It is beause that the bradyons are the objets of our four dimensional
world for whih the Cauhy's data are desribed on the plane {t = 0}while tahyons are loalized in
time and their Cauhy's data lies on the plane {x = 0} . Hene, the eight dimensional spae of otonion
variables desribed above is the unied loalization spae for bradyons and tahyons and hene be
expressed as R8 = R4
⋃
T 4. The T 4−spae is haraterized as the hidden spae for bradyons while
R4−spae is identied as the hidden spae for tahyons. We may also interpret that the R4− spae
is visualized as the internal spae for tahyons (and external spae for bradyons) and orrespondingly
the T 4− spae is the internal spae for bradyons (and external spae for tahyons). First quaternion
variable of equation (31) maps to four-dimensional spae for bradyons i.e. R4 ≃ (t,−→r ) while the
seond quaternion variable gives rise to four-dimensional spae for tahyons i.e. T 4 ≃ (r,−→t ). In the
absene of seond quaternion, equation (32) redues to
sa = DaDa∅a ⇒ ( ∂
2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2
− ∂
2
∂y2
− ∂
2
∂z2
)φ = (R)φ (33)
whih resembles to Cauhy-Feuter equation of quaternion variables in R4 ≃ (t,−→r ) spae and thus
desribes the usual Maxwell's equations in eletromagneti elds in R4− spae. On the other hand in
absene of rst quaternion, equation (32) redues to
sb = ∅b DbDb ⇒ ϕ( ∂
2
∂r2
− ∂
2
∂t2x
− ∂
2
∂t2y
− ∂
2
∂t2z
) = ϕ
←−
 (T ) (34)
whih also desribes the Cauhy - Feuter equation of quaternion variables in T 4 ≃ (r,−→t ) spae and
oinides with the Maxwell's equations of superluminal photons in T 4 - spae. Equation (33) is the left
regular while equation (34) is the right regular. hene, the regularity onditions are hanges for internal
and external spaes. In ase of bi-quaternion, equations (33) and (34) haraterize respetively to the
equations of dyons for subluminal and superluminal eletromagneti elds. In general (i.e. otonioni
spae) desribes the unied struture of subluminal and superluminal objets. As suh, the otonioni
eight dimensional representation is the unied piture of bradyons and tahyons and the otonioni
urrent equations thus reprodue two dierent kinds of Maxwell's equations in external and internal
spaes in order to explain the simultaneous desription of bradyons and tahyons. Here, we have
developed the otonion wave equation and theory of otonion eld variables in ompat and simpler
manner. So, in order to overome the non-assoiativity, it is neessary to deompose them in terms of
two quaternions isomorphi to two dierent four-dimensional spaes. The ompat and simpler form
of otonion eld equation provide an unied model of the theories of subluminal and superluminal
eletromagneti elds in view of the loalizability of bradyons and tahyons in onsistent manner.
4 SPLIT OCTONION WAVE EQUATION
The split otonions are a non assoiative extension of quaternions (or the split quaternions).They
dier from the otonion in the signature of quadrati form. The split otonions have a signature (4, 4)
whereas the otonions have positive signature (8, 0). The Cayley algebra of otonions over the eld
of omplex numbers CC = C⊗ C is visualized as the algebra of split otonions with basis elements
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u0 =
1
2
(e0 + ie7); u
⋆
0 =
1
2
(e0 − ie7), uj = 12 (ej + iej+3), u⋆j = 12 (ej − iej+3) (j = 1, 2, 3; i =
√−1)
as the bi-valued (or bi - dimensional) representations of quaternion units e0, e1 , e2 , e3 . The
split Cayley (otonion) algebra is thus expressed in terms of 2× 2 Zorn's vetor matries omponents
of whih are salar and vetor parts of a quaternion. As suh , we may also write an arbitrary split
otonion A in terms of following 2× 2 Zorn's vetor matrix realizations [39℄ as
A = au⋆0 + bu0 + xiu
⋆
i + yiui =
(
a −−→x
−→y b
)
. (35)
Split otonion onjugation of equation (35) is then desribed as,
A = au0 + bu0 ∗ −xiui ∗ −yiui =
(
b −→x
−−→y a
)
. (36)
The norm of A is dened as,
AA = AA = (ab +−→x .−→y )1ˆ (37)
where 1ˆ is the identity element given by 1ˆ = 1u0 + 1u
⋆
0. Any four - vetor Aµ (omplex or real) an
equivalently be written in the following Zorn's matrix realization as
Z(A) =
(
x4 −−→x
−→y y4
)
(38)
and
Z(A) =
(
x4
−→x
−−→y y4
)
. (39)
In equation (38, 39), putting
−→x = −→y , we get the equivalent matrix realization for a four vetor in
bi-valued four-dimensional Eulidean spae - time. In order to develop the the eight dimensional split
otonion kinematis, we start with the following denition of the split otonion dierential operator
D and its onjugate D in terms of 2× 2 Zorn's matrix realizations,
D =
(
∂4 −−→∇−→∇ ∂′4
)
(40)
D =
(
∂4
−→∇
−−→∇ ∂′4
)
(41)
with the assumption that the primed variables are represented in internal spae whereas the unprimed
variables are dened in external four - dimensional spae.
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4.1 POTENTIAL EQUATION
Let us express an otonion potential in the following form
∅ = A4u0 ∗+B4u0 +Biui ∗+Aiui (42)
where {Aµ} = (A4, Aj) and {Bµ} = (B4, Bj) are two four - potentials respetively assoiated with
eletri and magneti harges. Equation (42) may then be expressed in terms of split otonion 2× 2
Zorn's vetor matrix realization as
∅ =
(
A4 −−→B−→
A B4
)
(43)
where A4 = i ∅e(e denotes the eletri harge) and B4 = i ∅g(g denotes the magneti harge). Here−→
A and A4 are assumed to be the omponents of eletri four - potential Aµ = (
−→
A, i ∅e). Similarly−→
B and B4 are onsidered as the omponents of magneti four-potential Bµ = (
−→
B, i ∅g). We have
designed the eight dimensional spae spanned by split otonion basis elements in terms of two four
- dimensional spae (namely the external and internal spae). Here also the eletri four-potential is
desribed in external four-dimensional spae while the magneti four - potential has been onsidered
in internal four dimensional spaes. Sine eletri harge and magneti monopoles are dual to eah
other ,we may interpret these two spaes as dual to eah other. The internal spae of eletri harge
may be identied as the external spae of monopole while the external spae of eletri harge will be
visualized as the internal spae of magneti monopole or vie versa. Aordingly, the eletri harge is
onsidered in external spae and magneti harge in internal spae. Hene, eight dimensional spaes
have the built in duality where a bradyoni monopole plays the role of tahyoni eletri harge while
the tahyoni monopole looks like a bradyoni eletri harge or vie versa. Eight dimensional spaes
have been onsidered as the uniation of R4− (bradyoni) and T 4− (tahyoni) spaes.
Let us now write the the inhomogeneous otonion wave equation in its split form as
D∅ =
(
∂4A4 +
−→∇.−→A −(∂4−→B −−→∇B4 −−→∇ ×−→A )
∂′4
−→
A −−→∇ ′A4 −−→∇ ′ ×−→B ∂′4B4 +
−→∇ ′.−→B
)
= F (44)
where F is a eld like eletromagneti eld in split otonion 2× 2 Zorn's vetor matrix realization as
F =
(
f4 −−→f−→
f ′ f ′4
)
. (45)
Comparing equations (44) and (45), we get
f4 = ∂4A4 +
−→∇.−→A = 0; (46)
f ′4 = ∂
′
4B4 +
−→∇ ′.−→B = 0; (47)
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−→
f = ∂4
−→
B −−→∇B4 −−→∇ ×−→A ; (48)
−→
f ′ = ∂′4
−→
A −−→∇ ′A4 −−→∇ ′ ×−→B. (49)
In equations (46, 47), we ould get f4 = 0 and f
′
4 = 0 on applying Lorentz gauge onditions on eletri
and magneti four potentials. We may now disuss the dierent ases in the following sub setions:
(i) BRADYONIC CASE
We may desribe the theory of bradyons by substituting B4 = A4,
−→
B =
−→
A in equations (40-49) and
orrespondingly ∂4 = ∂
′
4,
−→∇ = −→∇ ′ = ∂. Then we get
D∅ = F =
(
∂4A4 +
−→∇.−→A −(∂4−→A −−→∇A4 −−→∇ ×−→A )
∂4
−→
A −−→∇A4 −−→∇ ×−→A ∂4A4 +−→∇.−→A
)
. (50)
Using the denition of eletri and magneti elds given by
−→
E = −∂
−→
A
∂t
−−→∇∅e = −∂
−→
A
∂t
−−→∇φe; (51)
−→H = −→∇ ×−→A (52)
and imposing Lorentz-gauge ondition ∂4A4 +
−→∇.−→A = ∂∅e
∂t
+
−→∇.−→A = 0, and using −→ψ = −→E − i−→H(i =√−1) , we get
− ∂4−→A +−→∇A4 +−→∇ ×−→A = −i−→E +−→H = −i−→ψ ∗; (53)
∂4
−→
A −−→∇A4 −−→∇ ×−→A = i−→E −−→H = i−→ψ ∗ . (54)
Thus equation (50) redues to
D∅ = F (55)
where
F =
(
0 −−→F−→
F 0
)
= iψ ∗ . (56)
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Equation (56) is the split otonion form of eld tensor Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ desribing the eletri
and magneti elds. O diagonal vetor omponents of split otonions (50) are the onjugates to eah
other and the salar omponents along prinipal diagonal are assoiated with the quaternion salars
(i.e. real quaternion). Similarly, we get
D∅ = FT (57)
where
FT =
(
0
−→
F ∗
−−→F ∗ 0
)
= iψ. (58)
and equations (55) and (57) lead to
1
2
(D∅+D∅) =
(
0
−→H
−−→H 0
)
=
−→H (59)
1
2
i (D∅ −D∅) =
(
0
−→
E
−−→E 0
)
=
−→
E (60)
where
−→
E and
−→H are the eletri and magneti elds given by equations (51,52). Here we have the
dierent split otonion representation in omparison to the ase quaternion eletrodynamis, where
1
2
(D∅+D∅) represents Lorentz ondition (i.e. salar part of quaternion) and 1
2
i (D∅−D∅) represents
the vetor part (pure quaternion) of a quaternion. It is obvious beause the o diagonal elements of
an otonion is a quaternion while those along prinipal diagonal are the salars.
(ii) TACHYONIC CASE
For the desription of tahyons we substitute A4 = B4,
−→
A =
−→
B in equations (40) to (49) and get
the representation of T 4− spae. In this spae (one spae and three time dimensions), the salar
omponent is r = |−→r | = (x2 + y2 + z2) 12 and the time gradient vetor −→∇ ′ = [tx, ty, tz, ∂′4 = (−ir)].
Hene the split otonion form of four dierential operator, its onjugate and the four potential of
tahyons may be written as
D =
(
∂′4 −
−→∇ ′−→∇ ′ ∂′4
)
(61)
D =
(
∂′4
−→∇ ′
−−→∇ ′ ∂′4
)
(62)
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∅ =
(
B4 −−→B−→
B B4
)
. (63)
Thus we get
D∅ = F ′ =
(
∂′4B4 +
−→∇.−→B −(∂′4
−→
B −−→∇ ′B4 −−→∇ ′ ×−→B )
∂′4
−→
B −−→∇B4 −−→∇ ′ ×−→B ∂′4B4 +
−→∇ ′.−→B
)
. (64)
Now using the following expressions for tahyoni [23, 24℄ eletri and magneti elds in T 4- spae as
−→
Et = −∂
−→
B
∂r
−−→∇ ′∅g = −∂
−→
B
∂r
−−→∇ ′B4; (65)
−→
Ht =
−→∇ ′ ×−→B (66)
and imposing Lorentz gauge ondition in T 4−spae as
∂′4B4 +
−→∇ ′.−→B = 0,
we get
− ∂′4
−→
B +
−→∇ ′B4 +−→∇ ′ × −→B = −i−→Et +−→Ht = −i−→ψt∗; (67)
∂′4
−→
B −−→∇B4 −−→∇ ′ ×−→B = i−→Et −−→Ht = i−→ψt∗ (68)
where
−→
ψt =
−→
Et − i−→Ht (t denotes for tahyoni representations). Then equation (64) redues to
F ′ =
(
0 −−→Ft−→
Ft 0
)
= i
−→
ψt ∗ . (69)
Equation (64) is the split otonion form of eld tensor F ′µν = ∂
′
µB
′
ν − ∂′νB′µ omponents of whih
desribe the eletri and magneti eld in T 4- spae. Similarly, we obtain
D∅ = F ′t (70)
where
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F ′t =
(
0
−→
Ft∗−−→−Ft∗ 0
)
= i
−→
ψt. (71)
In the same manner, we get
1
2
(D∅+D∅) =
(
0
−→
Ht
−−→Ht 0
)
=
−→
Ht (72)
1
2
i (D∅ −D∅) =
(
0
−→
Et
−−→Et 0
)
=
−→
Et (73)
where
−→
Et and
−→
Ht are the eletri and magneti elds of tahyons in T
4−spae as given by equations
(65,66).
(iii) DYONIC CASE
In order to reformulate dyoni eld equations in terms of split otonions and its Zorn's vetor matrix
realization, we replae ∅ in equation (42) by the omplex (generalized) four - potential {Vµ} of dyons
[36℄ in the following form
V = V4u0 ∗+V4u0 + Viui ∗+Viui =
(
V4 −−→V−→
V V4
)
(74)
where V4 and
−→
V are the temporal and spatial omponents of generalized four - potential of dyons.
These are omplex quantities and their real and imaginary omponents are eletri and magneti
onstituents [36℄. Split otonion four - dierential operator is now dened as,
D = ∂4u0 ∗+∂4u0 + ∂iui ∗+∂iui =
(
∂4 −−→∇−→∇ ∂4
)
(75)
Operating split otonion onjugate of four - dierential operator given by equation (75) on the equation
(74) and using to ommuniation relations of split otonion units, we get
DV =
(
∂4V4 +
−→∇ .−→V −(∂4−→V −−→∇V4 −−→∇ ×−→V )
∂4
−→
V −−→∇V4 −−→∇ ×−→V ∂4V4 +−→∇ .−→V
)
(76)
where
∂4V4 +
−→∇.−→V = (∂µVµ)(u0 ∗+u0) = 0.1 = 0 (77)
and
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− ∂4−→V +−→∇V4 +−→∇ ×−→V = −iψ ∗ . (78)
Thus V is the generalized split otonion potential of dyons and
−→
ψ is the omplex vetor eld with
−→
E
and
−→
H as the generalized eletromagneti elds of dyons. Consequently, equation (76) leads to the
following split otonion wave equation for dyoni eld as
DV = G (79)
where
G =
(
0 −−→G−→
G 0
)
= i
−→
ψ ∗ . (80)
It is to be noted from equations (46) to (49) that f4,
−→
f ,
−→
f ′ and f ′4 are the omponents of eletri
and magneti elds desribed in terms of two four-potentials in internal and external spaes. If the
two spaes are ompletely disjoint spaes then we get only
−→
f , in external four - spae sine f4 = 0
due to Lorentz gauge ondition while
−→
f ′ and f ′4 do not our. Equations (48) and (49) shows that−→
f and
−→
f ′ are made up from eletri and magneti elds, whih is the mixing of external and internal
spaes. As suh equations (48) and (49) do not desribe either the usual eletri and magneti elds
or the generalized elds of dyons. Rather, they have the mixed behaviour, namely tahyoni dyons.
4.2 FIELD EQUATIONS
Let us write the otonion wave equation in split representation as
DF = J. (81)
Here D and F are dened by equations (40) and (45) in split otonioni form and J is assoiated with
eight dimensional urrent soure density in split otonion representation as follows,
J =
(
J4 −−→J−→
J J4
)
. (82)
Now using equations (40) and (45) , we get
DF =
(
∂4f4 −−→∇.−→f ′ −(∂4−→f +−→∇f ′4 +
−→∇ ′ × f ′)
∂′4
−→
f ′ +
−→∇ ′f4 +−→∇ ×−→f ∂′4f ′4 −
−→∇ ′.−→f
)
. (83)
Comparing equations (81), (82) and (83), we get
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J4 = ∂4f4 −−→∇.−→f ′; (84)
J ′4 = ∂
′
4f
′
4 −
−→∇ ′.−→f ; (85)
−→
J = ∂4
−→
f +
−→∇f ′4 +
−→∇ ′ × f ′; (86)
−→
J ′ = ∂′4
−→
f ′ +
−→∇ ′f4 +−→∇ ×−→f . (87)
Let us disuss the following dierent ases of generalized eld equation.
(i) BRADYONIC CASE
For the desription of bradyons, let us substitute B4 = A4,
−→
B =
−→
A, ∂′4 = ∂4,
−→∇ ′ = −→∇ ≡ ∂ and
J ′4 = J4,
−→
J ′ =
−→
J . Using equations (51, 52, 56) we nd that equation (83) redues to
DF =
( −→∇ .−→H + i−→∇.−→E i∂−→H
∂t
+ i
−→∇ ×−→E − ∂
−→
E
∂t
+
−→∇ ×−→H
−i∂
−→
H
∂t
− i−→∇ ×−→E + ∂
−→
E
∂t
−−→∇ ×−→H −→∇.−→H + i−→∇.−→E
)
(88)
Comparing it with equations (81 , 82), we nd that equation (88) is analogous to the split otonioni
form of Maxwell's equation Fµν,ν = Jµ whih is the ovariant form of a set of following four dierential
equations i.e.
−→∇.−→E = ρe = −i J4, −→∇.−→H = 0,
−→∇ ×−→H = −−→J + ∂
−→
E
∂t
,
−→∇ ×−→E = −∂
−→
H
∂t
. (89)
Hene the otonion eld equation (81) is idential to the Maxwell's eld equation in ompat and
simple split otonion form. Equation (81) may also be written in terms of potential as
DF = D(D∅) = DD∅ = ∅ = J (90)
whih is equivalent to split otonion form of ovariant eld equation Vµ = Jµ of lassial eletrody-
namis. As suh, we have reformulated the lassial eletrodynamis in terms of ompat, simple and
onsistent representation of split otonion formulations for the ase of partiles traveling slower than
light namely bradyons.
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(ii) TACHYONIC CASE
In this ase if we may substitute A4 = B4,
−→
A =
−→
B, ∂4 = ∂
′
4,
−→∇ ′ = −→∇ ≡ ∂ and J4 = J ′4,
−→
J =
−→
J ′.
Hene, using equations (61) and (64), we get
DF ′ =
(
J ′4 −
−→
J ′−→
J J4
)
= J ′. (91)
This equation is the split otonioni form of Maxwell's equation F ′′µν,ν = J
′
µ in T
4
- spae where we
have used the following pairs of Maxwell's equation for tahyons [[25, 26℄℄
−→∇ ′.−→E t = −ρ0, −→∇ ′.−→Ht = 0,
−→∇ ′ ×−→Ht = −−→J ′ + ∂
−→
Et
∂t
,
−→∇ ′ ×−→Et = −∂
−→
Ht
∂t
. (92)
Hene equation (90) is visualized as the eld equation of tahyons in T 4 - spae in ompat, simple
and onsistent split otonioni formulation. It has already been onluded [23, 24, 25℄ that T 4 - spae
for tahyons plays the same role as bradyons do in R4 - spae.
(iii) DYONIC CASE
Here, we onsider {Aµ} and {Bµ} as eletri and magneti four - potentials desribed in external
spae (i.e. R4 -spae) only, D is dened by equation (75) and ∅ is replaed by V the generalized four-
potential of dyons given by equation (74) . Subsequently, on using equations (75), (76) and (79), we
get
D(DV ) = DG = J (93)
where
J = J4u0 ∗+J4u0 + Jiui ∗+Jiui =
(
J4 −−→J−→
J J4
)
(94)
is the split otonion form of generalized four - urrent assoiated with dyons. Aordingly, we get
D(DV ) = (DD)V = DG = J (95)
or equivalently
V = J (96)
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where
 = (DD) = (DD) = ∂24 +∇2 = ∂i∂i. (97)
Equations (93) and (95) are the split otonion equivalents of Generalized Dira-Maxwell's (GDM)
equation of dyons. Hene we may desribe split otonion wave equation as the generalized eld
equation of dyons in ompat, simple and onsistent manner. Moreover, equation (93) and (95)
reprodue the eld equations orresponding to the dynamis of eletri harge (magneti monopole)
in the absene of magneti (eletri) harge on the dyons. Equation (95) is the thus split otonion
equivalent of ovariant eld equations Vµ = Jµ of generalized elds of dyons desribed earlier [26℄.
4.3 CURRENT EQUATION
Let us disuss the otonion wave equation as the otonion urrent dierential equations in eight -
dimension as
DJ = S. (98)
Here D and J are dened earlier equations (41) and (82) in their split form and S = F is dened as
S =
(
S4 −−→S−→
S ′ S′4
)
. (99)
Now using equations (41) and (46) and equation (82) , we get
DJ =
(
∂4J4 −−→∇.−→J ′ −(∂4−→J +−→∇J ′4 +
−→∇ ′ ×−→J ′)
∂′4
−→
J ′ +
−→∇ ′J4 +−→∇ ×−→J ∂′4J ′4 −
−→∇ ′.−→J
)
. (100)
Now using equations (98), (99) and (100) , we get the following set of equations
S4 = ∂4J4 −−→∇.−→J ′; (101)
S′4 = ∂
′
4J
′
4 −
−→∇ ′.−→J ; (102)
−→
S = ∂4
−→
J +
−→∇J ′4 +
−→∇ ′ ×−→J ′; (103)
−→
S ′ = ∂′4
−→
J ′ +
−→∇ ′J4 +−→∇ ×−→J ; (104)
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where S is the new otonion variable parameter obtained from the operation of dierential operator to
urrent.Hene we may obtain a new kind of eld equation in terms of new parameter S and aordingly
we may analyze the dierent ases for bradyons, tahyons and dyons.
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